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Alberta-based country band, NewLaw, are known for their signature earthy, harmonic sound and feel-good style. With a positive vibe
as infectious as the music they create, the presence of this trio of brothers Cayd, Ty, and Dayne can not be understated. The energy
that they each possess as individuals and that they emanate collectively through their music is as unique as it is uplifting and is not
only easy to vibe to, but it leaves the listener wanting more.

The brothers have released three EPs with many
radio singles, including “Next to Me”, which reached
the Canadian Country Billboard Charts and the
CBC Country’s Top 40 in 2020 and “Lucky, Stupid,
Crazy” achieving over 220,000 streams on Spotify
alone, both contained on their third EP, "Wish I Was
There" (2021), written and recorded in Nashville.

NewLaw has received nominations from the Gospel
Music Association, YYC Music, the Western
Canadian Music Awards, and won their first
Country Music Alberta award this past year (2021).
They were even personally invited by America’s
Got Talent to audition, making it to the top 225 acts.

The brothers of NewLaw flow effortlessly in perfect
harmony in everything they do, emphasized
exponentially in their evolving music.
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Alberta-based country band NewLaw, known for their signature earthy, harmonic sound and feel-good style are a breath of fresh air.
With a positive vibe as infectious as the music they create, the presence of this trio of brothers Cayd, Ty, and Dayne can not be
understated. The energy that they each possess as individuals and that they emanate collectively through their music is as unique
as it is uplifting and is not only easy to vibe to, but it leaves the listener wanting more.

The brothers have released three EPs with many radio singles, including “Next to Me”, which reached the Canadian Country
Billboard Charts and the CBC Country’s Top 40 in 2020 and “Lucky, Stupid, Crazy” achieving over 220,000 streams on Spotify
alone. They worked on their third EP, "Wish I Was There" (2021), with hit songwriters and producers Brian White and Wil Nance in
Nashville, who have both scored top Billboard hits for artists George Strait, Rascal Flatts, Jason Aldean, and Brad Paisley, just to
name a few.

NewLaw has received nominations from the Gospel Music Association, YYC Music, the Western Canadian Music Awards, and won
their first Country Music Alberta award this past year (2021). They were even personally invited by America’s Got Talent to audition,
making it to the top 225 acts.

Just as they do in life, being the best friends that they are, NewLaw flows effortlessly in perfect harmony in everything they do, but
this is emphasized exponentially in their music, which they continue to perfect.
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In the midst of an uncertain time for so many, Alberta-based country band NewLaw, known for their signature earthy, harmonic
sound and feel-good style are the breath of fresh air that the world needs right now. With a positive vibe as infectious as the music
they create, the presence of this trio of brothers Cayd, Ty, and Dayne can not be understated. The energy that they each possess as
individuals and that they emanate collectively through their music is as unique as it is uplifting and is not only easy to vibe to, but it
leaves the listener wanting more.

Inspired by The Beatles and Johnny Cash, and later Ed Sheeran, Old Dominion, and Dan + Shay, NewLaw’s musical journey began
when they were young kids with all three initially learning to play piano. It didn’t take long to start playing together, with the oldest,
Cayd, sticking to the keys, middle brother, Ty, gravitating to guitar, and youngest, Dayne, finding his place as a drummer. Playing



local gigs at coffee shops, farmers markets, and more recent shows on festival and concert stages, taught the boys two of the keys
to their success: stage presence and perseverance.

NewLaw’s debut EP, “Show You There’s Hope” (2015) was
followed by a successful second EP,  “You + Me.” two years
later. The brothers worked on their third EP, "Wish I Was
There" (2021), with hit songwriters and producers Brian
White and Wil Nance in Nashville, who have both scored top
Billboard hits for artists George Strait, Rascal Flatts, Jason
Aldean, and Brad Paisley, just to name a few. Their most
recent radio singles have achieved even more success, with
“Next to Me” reaching the Canadian Country Billboard
Charts and the CBC Country’s Top 40 in 2020 and “Lucky,
Stupid, Crazy” has over 220,000 streams on Spotify alone
and NewLaw was among the Top 12 chosen for the final
year of Project WILD, Alberta's top training program and
incubator for rising artists.

Just as they do in life, being the best friends that they are,
NewLaw flows effortlessly in perfect harmony in everything
they do, but this is emphasized exponentially in their music,
which they continue to perfect.


